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Why visit the National Centre for Birds 
of Prey?	

Located within the stunning grounds of Duncombe Park, The National 
Centre for Birds of Prey (NCBP) is the largest collection of these 
magnificent creatures in the UK with over 100 birds, including eagles, 
vultures, falcons, hawks, and owls.  

Flying Displays 
We have three flying demonstrations daily with different birds flying on 
each demonstration. The displays are the highlight of any visit – see 
these beautiful birds up close and flying free, accompanied by 
commentaries from our highly trained staff. We also have an indoor 
flying area for poor weather, so no one need ever miss out. 
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Conservation 
The NCBP is a world leader in the welfare and captive breeding of birds 
of prey. We are passionate about birds of prey and their conservation 
and our aim is to educate and inspire by helping people to experience 
these beautiful birds up close. A pack about conservation issues and 
threats to birds of prey is available on request. 

 

 
 

 
 

Education 
Birds of prey hold a fascination for all ages and provide excellent subjects 
for studying the natural world. The threats faced by birds of prey in the 
wild also help to illustrate environmental issues and the need for 
conservation and sustainability. 

Birds of prey can also be relevant to many other subjects. We can tailor 
your visit to cover the topics that interest you most, and also provide 
worksheets and fun games and craft activities for your classes. 

Interested teachers are welcome to come and visit us for free, so why not 
come and see for yourself? Just bring this Teacher’s Pack with you for free 
admission. 
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How to find us 
 
Address:  
National Centre for Birds of 
Prey 
Duncombe Park 
Helmsley 
North Yorkshire 
YO62 5EB 

 
The entrance to Duncombe 
Park is in the centre of the 
pretty market town of 
Helmsley, which is about 20 
miles from the A1/A1(M), 
between Thirsk and Pickering 
on the A170. 

 
The NCBP is located within Duncombe Park, just opposite the stately 

home. 

Estimated driving times:  
York: 40 mins 
Middlesbrough: 1 hr 
Leeds: 1 hr 15 mins 
Sheffield: 1 hr 40 min 
Newcastle: 2 hrs 
Manchester: 2 hrs 30 mins 

 
 
 
There is plenty of free parking at the centre, including parking for 

coaches. 

Contact details: 
Tel: 01439 772080  

email: info@ncbp.co.uk 
website: www.ncbp.co.uk 
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Prices and Practical Information 
Prices (incl. VAT):  
£3.50 per child (1 adult free for every 10 children, additional adults at the 
normal rate of £10).  
Groups should be a minimum of 15 people. 
 
Opening hours:  
10.00 am - 5.30 pm (or dusk), 7 days a week, from 15 Feb until 31 
October 

 
 

Flying demonstrations: 
Our flying demonstrations take place two or three times a day, whatever 
the weather, with demonstrations indoors on rainy days. 

We structure our demonstrations to showcase a range of birds and their 
different adaptations and flying styles. Each flying demonstration 
throughout the day features different birds.  

Visiting classes will see at least one of these demonstrations, and we’re 
sure they will be the highlight of your day! 

Flying times: 
Summer (March 24th until October 31st):   11.30 am  2.00 pm  4.15 pm 
Winter (15 February until March 24th):   11.30 am  2.00 pm 
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Facilities: 
Toilets: there are toilets (included disabled facilities) at our entrance 
and cafe 

Picnic areas: there are many picnic areas located throughout the site 

Gift shop: our shop stocks a range of toys, souvenirs, and locally 
handmade products 

Owl House Café: Open from Easter to end of Oct. Serving hot and cold 
drinks, snacks, cakes and light meals. 

 
Full disabled access throughout the site 
 
Map of the Centre: 
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Your visit 
We want you to get the most out of your day, and to enjoy 
yourselves!  If you let us know what you would like, we will do our best 
to accommodate you. 

We can make sure that our tours and 
talks cover specific subjects and are 
suited to different age groups.   
We also have worksheets, games, and 
activities for different ages, including 
craft ideas and colouring sheets for 
younger children.  
We can also provide feathers or owl 
pellets for classes to study.  

 

Guideline Itinerary (flexible): 
10.00 am: Arrival at the Centre 
10.30 am – 11.15 am: Guided tour  
11.30 am: Our first flying demonstration of the day – not to be missed! 
12.15 – 1.15 pm: Lunch. We recommend a packed lunch at one of our 
many picnic areas. There is an area that can be used for picnics on 
rainy days.  
2.00 pm: Our second flying demonstration of the day, this time 
featuring different birds.  

2.30pm: Time for activities or games, our free Ink Stamp Trail is always 
popular! 

If the children wish to visit the gift shop, the best time will be as they 
are leaving the centre as the shop is at the entrance and exit to the 
centre. 
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Curriculum Links 
Birds of prey and owls capture the imagination in a way that no other 
animals do. This makes them a wonderful starting point from which to 
explore the natural world. 

The range of birds that we have at the centre provides opportunities to 
explore adaptations to different habitats. The fact that birds of prey 
are top predators means that they make excellent subjects for 
studying food chains. 

Birds of prey are vital environmental indicators of the health of an 
ecosystem. They and their natural habitats face the same threats as 
many other species and habitats all over the world. They can 
therefore be used to illustrate environmental issues of conservation 
and sustainability. 

The mechanics of flight are a great way of demonstrating forces at 
work for science. History classes can look at the history of falconry, 
and the way attitudes to birds of prey and nature have changed 
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through time. The language of falconry and the representation of birds 
of prey in literature can be an interesting topic for English. 

We think birds of prey also make great subjects for art projects. 

A list of curriculum links for Key Stages 1 to 4 for all subjects is 
available on request. 

We also have worksheets available for the different Key Stages, as 
well as games and colouring sheets for younger children. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact us for worksheets, ideas for activities, 
or for more information about the birds. 
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Safety 
It’s always good to stay safe, so here are a few recommendations for 
your visit. Teachers and group leaders are responsible for their 
groups at all times and there must be enough adults to supervise the 
students.  

First Aid: 
There are first aid kits on site, but we recommend that teachers also 
bring their own. 

Clothing: 
Children should be dressed for the outdoors and wear comfortable 
footwear. Although there are indoor areas in the indoor flying area, 
shop, and café, we wouldn’t want anyone to get cold and miserable 
or to have sore feet! 

Paths: 
Our paths are gravel and may be uneven at times, so do take care. 
We have grassy areas where children can run around and visitors 
can have picnics, but please stick to the paths in the wooded areas.  

The Aviaries: 
There are stand-off barriers around the aviaries for a reason! Please 
do not cross these and never put fingers into aviaries through the 
mesh. Some birds may bite, even if only out of curiosity. We also ask 
that visitors don’t make excessive amounts of noise around the birds 
so as not to scare them. Under no circumstances should visitors ever 
attempt to feed the birds or to give them anything. They already 
have everything they need!  

Risk Assessments: 
We have prepared a full risk assessment for school visits (see 
overleaf) 

 

We hope to see you soon! 
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